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Profile 
From lead editor of the BAFTA-nominated and multi award winning David Attenborough series 
Micro Monsters 3D to BBC One ratings hit Bang Goes The Theory, Felix enjoys making successful 
television for appreciative clients. Capturing the spirit of a film and delivering its emotional heart 
to the audience is of the greatest importance to Felix. Sensitive to the power of narrative aligned 
with both visual flair and a wondrous intuition for music, Felix is fast, friendly and astute. 
 

Documentary 
 
Ed Stafford Trailblazer -  Keo Films for Discovery (2 x 60 min) 
Adventure series following Ed Stafford as he sets out to find out the truth behind mysterious 
satellite images of Earth’s most remote locations. 
 
Micro Monsters 3D with David Attenborough – Colossus Productions for Sky 3D, Sky1 (2 x 30 
min) 
Attenborough reveals the marvellous adaptability of the most successful group of animals on the 
planet.  Using pioneering macroscopic 3D techniques, he explores the intricate and sophisticated 
behaviours of these fascinating creatures and the complexity of the environments they build and 
inhabit.  
Director Natural History: Alex Hemingway.  Dir: Tim Usborne.  SP: Sias Wilson 
BAFTA Television Craft nomination for Special, Visual & Graphic Effects in 2014 
 
Everyday Miracles – BBC Science for BBC 4 (2 x 60 min) 
Professor Mark Miodownik reveals why the everyday and even the mundane is anything but.  All the 
things that we maybe take for granted are revealed to be little pieces of domestic magic – from razor 
blades to tights, via plywood and foam rubber.  Felix worked closely with Peter Leonard and 
Jonathan Renouf to help craft a spellbinding adventure through life’s common place object, creating 
a delightful edit with splendid music throughout. 
SP: Peter Leonard.  Ep: Jonathan Renouf 
 
Bang Goes the Theory – BBC for BBC1 (3 x 30 min) 
Investigting the science behind the headlines and making sense of the everyday issues that matter 
to us all.   Felix created visual tricks quickly whilst also sound designing. 
Dir: Tim Usborne  EP: Tina Fletcher-Hill.  SP: Ed Booth 
 
Dark Matters: Twisted But True - Wide-Eyed Entertainment for Discovery (1 x 60 min) Drama-
documentary series, hosted by actor John Noble, examining what happens when scientific research 
goes too far.  Taking viewers inside the laboratory and using cutting edge CGI re-creations, some of 
history’s most bizarre experiments are revealed – enabling viewers to witness the pivotal moments 
when brilliant minds face controversy or ethical crossroads on the fringes of science. 
Dir: James Tovell. EP: Dan Gold.  SP: Mike Ibeji  
 



 

 

Roman Catacomb Mystery – BBC for Nova and BBC  2 (1 x 60 min)  
Beneath the streets of Rome lies and ancient city of the dead known as the catacombs, a labyrinth of 
tunnels, hundreds of miles long, a cemetery for the citizens of ancient Rome.  In 2002, maintenance 
workers stumbled through an opening in one of the tunnels and discovered a mass grave that had 
been locked away for nearly 2,000 years.  This documentary investigates who these people were and 
what killed them.  
Dir: Paul Olding. EP: Chris Granlund. Pr: Andrea Illescas 
 
Uncovering Aliens – Raw TV for Animal Planet (1 x 60 min)  
6 million Americans believe they’ve had an actual physical encounter with an extra-terrestrial, with 
numbers increasing daily.  What lies behind this increasing number of reports?  A team of 4 
professional UFO investigators come together to investigate the phenomena, using aeronautics 
engineering and personal abduction experience. 
Dir: Tim Usborne. EP: Tina Fletcher-Hill.  SP: Ed Booth. 
 
The Great American Manhunt - Wide-Eyed Entertainment for Nat Geo (1 x 45 min) 
Also to be known in international territories as Mystery Manhunt, the 8 x 60-minute series will 
challenge investigators to use only forensic clues, such as clothes, hair and skin, to identify a 
complete stranger’s occupation, location and full name. 
Dir: Nick O’Meally.  EP: Dan Gold.  Prod: Alex Hemingway  
 
The Ape Who Went to College – Blink Films for Animal Planet (1 x 45 min) 
Documentary revealing the intensely close relationshop forged between orangutan Chantek, and his 
‘cross species foster mother’ Dr Lyn Miles/  Working at the University of Tennessee, Miles taght 
Chantek sgn language and after a 10 year period of contact he has attained the cognitive level of a 
five-year-old human and linguistic ability of a two-year-old.  Felix finished this touching film and 
created brand new sequences. He also built the opening pre-titles, sourced series wide title music 
and created visual effects. 
Dir: Matt Cole. EP: Dan Chambers 
 
The House that Made Me – Nutopia for C4 (1 x 60 min)  
What makes a house into a home? Is it the brick that gives it shape, the mortar that holds it together, 
or the memories it holds inside? This is an innovative series of biographical documentaries in the UK, 
where the audience is invited to accompany a celebrity protagonist around a meticulous recreation 
of the home in which they spent their teenage years, and to examine how the events that happened 
there shaped them.  
 
Gold Rush – Raw TV for Discovery (1 x 60 min)  
Fourth series of the popular observational documentary following a group of unemployed men from 
Oregon who have set out for Alaska in search of gold. Additional offline editor.  
 
Sean and Jon Go West - Keo Films for BBC (1 x 60 min) 
Series where Sean Lock and Jon Richardson, team captains on 8 Out of 10 Cats, are heading out to 
Louisiana to see how real men live. Additional editor. 
 
My Shocking Story: What Sex Am I? -  Discovery (1 x 60 min)   
Follow the awe-inspiring and emotional journeys taken by people battling with extraordinary 
medical conditions as they try to lead normal lives. Some are desperate to find a cure for their 
condition, for them it’s a matter of life or death.   Editor, online, visual effects & grade  



 

 

 
Eddie Stobart: Trucks & Trailers – Princess Productions for Channel 5 (2 x 60 min) 
Series lifting the lid on the fascinating world of the legendary Eddie Stobart haulage company. 
 
Children Of Cabra, Independent (1 x 60 min)                 
Editor, online, visual effects & grade 
 
How To Start A Sex Cult - C4 (1 x 60 min)   
A powerful and disturbing observational documentary about a self-appointed 'cult' leader and his 
sex slave. It explores the connections between love and abuse and describes where fantasy ends 
and reality begins. 
 
 

Light Entertainment: 
 
The Isle of Wight Festival – CC-Lab for ITV 1 (1 x 60 min)               
Offline and online, effects, grade and audio mix  
 
Jamie Oliver's Fish Suppers - Channel 4 (1 x 60 min)               
Bite-sized program from Jamie Oliver featuring delicious and easy new recipes to inspire fish-lovers 
to try different, more plentiful types of fish and seafood. 
 
River Cottage: Summer Special - Channel 4 (1 x 45 min)               
Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall goes back to both land and sea in search of an alternative culinary 
lifestyle. Hugh grows his own produce - and sees if he can make vegetables the star attraction of any 
meal. Editor, offline 
 
River Cottage Spring - Channel 4 (1x 60 min)                            
Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall goes back to both land and sea in search of an alternative culinary 
lifestyle. Hugh grows his own produce - and sees if he can make vegetables the star attraction of any 
meal. VT Inserts Editor, offline. 
 
Kitchen Sink to Catwalk - Biography Channel (1 x 48 min)     
From the makers of Britain's Next Top Model, Kitchen Sink To Catwalk follows six fabulous women 
aged 40 and over as they compete to become the latest big thing in modeling. Editor, offline. 
 
The Pepsi World Challenge - Channel 4 (13 x 60min)           
A sponsored amateur football event. Editor, offline and online, visual effects.  
 
Escape To The Country – Boundless for BBC 2 (23 x 60 min Episodes)             
A series which helps prospective buyers find their dream home in the country. Editor, offline.  
During 2011 and 2012. 
 
Ladette to Lady (Update) - Channel 4 (1 x 30 min) 
A reality based series that follows a group of ladettes who are given an old-fashioned five-week 
course in learning how to behave like a traditional "lady". Editor, offline.  
 
 



 

 

 
Sun, Sea and Bargain Spotting - BBC 2 (6 x 60 min)          
Series that gives people the chance to go abroad and earn money from the antiques markets. Editor, 
online, visual effects, grade.  
 
Fantasy Homes By The Sea - UK Style (4 x 60 min)          
Jenni reveals how to buy a coastal property, her top tips for researching properties abroad and what 
her own fantasy home would look like. Editor, online, visual effects 
 
Uncharted Territory - BBC (6 x 60 min)                      
A BBC television show presented by Juliette Morris. Editor, online, visual effects, grade 
 
Cover Story: The Magic Numbers - Channel 4 (1 x 10 min)                  
Editor, online, visual effects.  
 
By Invitation Only… - CBBC (1 x 5 min)             
Editor, online, visual effects, grade. 
   
Road Wars - Sky (2 x 60 min)                       
A programme that documented the changing tactics of criminals, perhaps most importantly their 
increasing violence and recklessness, and the response of the UK police forces. Editor, online, visual 
effects. 
 
Street Wars - Sky  
A series which followed the Tactical Team from Kent Police in Medway, Kent and the Tactical Support 
Group from the Police Service of Northern Island in Derry, Northern Ireland. The programme also 
followed Surrey Police for a short while around Guildford, Surrey. The footage from the two teams is 
combined with video footage from CCTV cameras and police forces from around the world. Editor, 
offline, online 
 
Derek Acorah’s Ghost Towns - Living (1 x 60 min)    
A paranormal reality television series which featured noted Medium Derek Acorah as he visited 
towns in the UK to investigate hauntings. Editor, online, visual effects. 
 
Animal Addicts - Channel 4                                   
Pilot. A programme following pet lovers who collect scores of animals, sometimes hundreds even, 
but whose passion for pets can sometimes end in prosecution. Editor, offline, online, effects, grade. 
 
TV’s Naughtiest Blunders - ITV1 (1 x 45 min)    
An out-takes show. Editor, offline  
 
Baby Squad - ITV1 (1 x 60 min)                     
Editor, online, effects 
 
 

Music Videos: 
 
Stereophonics: Long Way Round             



 

 

Editor, offline, online, visual effects, grade. 
 
Towers Of London: I’m A Rat  
Editor, offline, visual effects. 
 
Jamie Callum - DVD Extras (1 x 45min) 
Editor, offline, visual effects. 
 
Black Black       
Editor, offline, visual effects, grade. 
 
Black Black       
Editor, offline, and visual effects. 
 
 

Promos 
 
Panorama: Nothing To Declare - BBC (30 & 15 sec) 
Editor, online, visual effects & grade   
 
The Penlee Disaster - BBC (30 & 15 sec)   
Editor, online & grade 
 
Mean Machines - Sky (12 x 1 min)            
Editor, online, effects & grade 
 
 

Short form 
 
Three-Minute Wonders from Palestine - Channel 4 (3 x 3 min)   
Budding new directors, who haven't yet had the opportunity to make a film for broadcast, are given 
the chance to make four films destined for television. Editor, offline, online, visual effects, grade 
 
BAFTA Children’s Award Short 
Editor, offline, online, effects, grade     
 
Building our Future - (1 x 3 min)                       
Editor, Offline, online, grade, audio mix 
 
 

Others: 
 
Hawkshead Limited: 
The EMA Government Information Film - offline/online/effects – GOLD winner IVCA Awards 2007, 
Energy Foresight Government Information Film – offline 
 
 



 

 

Ogilvy Healthworld Advertising Ltd: 
Various Pharmaceutical Company Films - offline/online/effects/grade 
 
Ogilvy Public Relations: 
Various Pharmaceutical Company Films - offline/online/effects/grade 
 
PriceWaterHouseCoopers Services: 
Various Corporate Films - offline/online/effects/grade 
 


